WARDY WALL
All you should know about WARDYWALL!
Wardywall is a new unique and innovative
wall-warderobe with integrated hangermagazin. No more mess with overloaded coathooks. With it wardywal is very flexible. If you
are alone at home, or all your friends comming to a party, wardywall offers allways the
right solution. From one jacket up to a lot, all
is possible. And in any case, te whole thing looks allways great and orderli.

New
Innovativ
functional

Wardywall is a project by Swiss designer
Andre Gilli. The basic idea is to support
SMEs in particular and to offer individual
products against the global trend of shifting production to low-cost areas and to
bring ever more uniform products onto
the world market. By eliminating the traditional sales structures over agents, ditributors
and retailers, the price / performance ratio also
convinces.

Induviduall
for SME‘s
added value

Wardywall will be launched from end-February via kickstarter.com. It is the first product of a whole series of further planned
furnishing objects. The deadline is scheduled for the end of March. Production start
to mid-year. The delivery is expected to take
place after the summer break, towards the
beginning of autumn 2017. Wardywall is marketed
worldwide without any trade. The final assembly of the
product takes place in a supported workshop for people with handicaps in Switzerland.

direct sale
worldwide
social

„The possibilities for creatives to
successfully implement new projects are now as diverse as never
before. Crowdfounding and worldwide online sales are free market
places for free people. And it
is working.“
Andre Gilli

Wardywall Earlybird Angebot*

CON TAC T

Regulärer Verkaufspreis		

CHF 690.--

Super Earlybird only 20 pieces

CHF 390.--

Earlybird the next fifty			

CHF 415.--

WARDYWALL
by GILLIDESIGN
Andre Gilli
CH-6415 Arth
Switzerland

Earlybird the second fifty		

CHF 450.--

Earlybird the third fifty			

CHF 485.--

Earlybird the fourth fifty			

CHF 515.--

Earlybird the fifth fifty			

CHF 550.--

Earlybird unlimited*			

CHF 590.--

* Offer valid during the financing phase at www.kickstarter.com. The
start of the financing phase is published on www.wardywall.com. Scheduled start, end of February 2017. Errors and price changes reserved.

info@wardywall.com
info@gillidesign.ch
+41 79 742 19 30
www.wardywall.com
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